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Lilacs
by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
Perhaps most of us are sentimentally familiar with common lilac (Syringa vulgaris), treasured for big,
flamboyant, fragrant flower clusters at branch tips that make wonderful cut flowers. Bloom comes
spring to early summer, always after leaves have formed on shrubs with medium to deep green foliage.
These deciduous shrubs need room to grow as they reach a height and width of 15 feet.
There's no excuse for us to not have a lilac in our gardens as several local wholesale growers, such as
L.E. Cooke, Co., Monrovia Nursery, and Sequoia Nursery (Ralph Moore) are producers of many named
varieties. When you buy common lilac varieties (more than 2000 are offered), you'll generally find them
listed as "French hybrids" because of the work by a French nurseryman in the late 1800s.
Tried and true performers include 'Charles Joly' a prolific, very fragrant bloomer (wine-red double
flowers), 'President Lincoln' (fragrant, light blue single flower), and 'Sensation' (a dark red-purple
blossom edged with white - this unique bi-colored lilac is highly popular). Newer varieties include
'Beauty of Moscow' (double purple), 'Hope' (double deep lilac blue from purple buds), and
'Primrose' (the only lilac with yellowish flowers).
Newer lilacs
Over the years S. vulgaris varieties have served as good parent stock for crossing with other lilacs like
S. oblata (a Chinese species) to yield S. hyacinthiflora a group of hybrids that bloom a little earlier than
common lilac and have some improved landscape traits. A few worth mentioning are
'Assessippi' (compact, fragrant, single lavender) a lilac that needs little pruning, 'Excel' (a
double-flowered lilac color) with strong fragrance, and 'Mount Baker' (a single white), though several
others are popular.
There is the more compact variety like 'Miss Kim' (S. pubescens patula) which makes a good shrub to
plant near a garden bench or patio. You can sit and drink in the fragrance that pours from its ice blue
flowers born from deep purple buds or admire its burgundy foliage in the fall. Its perfume is intensely
spicy, not the usual fragrance one associates with lilacs. It grows 10' tall and wide. Also available is
'Palibin' (S. meyeri 'Palibin') a dwarf Korean lilac that only reaches 3-4 feet with purple flowers that
fade to pink. With slight pruning it performs well as a potted patio plant.

On the opposite spectrum there are tree lilacs reaching 30' tall like the Japanese tree lilacs (S.
reticulata) that resemble the shape of apple trees with creamy white flowers and red-brown bark.
Though very fragrant, these masses of bloom hardly remind you of the sweet lilac smell we're used to.
'Ivory Silk' is a more compact variety that only reaches 20 feet and this lilac blooms late in the season
on new growth. These can stand out on their own as shade trees with single or multiple trunks.
Good news for gardeners with mild winters
The newest lilacs, called the Descanso hybrids (from Descanso Gardens in southern California), were
developed for mild winters unable to deliver the annual winter chilling requirement for bloom. 'Lavender
Lady' is the best known, but there is also 'Blue Boy' and 'Blue Skies' (both blue, the latter developed
by Ralph Moore), 'California Rose', 'Chiffon' (lavender), 'F. K. Smith' (light lavender), 'Sylvan
Beauty' (rose lavender), and 'Angel White' (named after the Los Angeles Angels baseball team).
How to grow lilacs
Like roses lilacs like a lot of sunshine, space, and water to produce an abundant display of flowers. One
key ingredient is to avoid letting lilacs sit in wet soil. They can take the cold, but they don't tolerate
having their roots bogged down in moisture during the cold season. A little afternoon shade is also
appreciated in landscape areas with brutal sun exposure. Fertilize lilacs in late winter. One unfortunate
characteristic of lilacs is that they sucker at the base, so grafted plants will need regular attention.
Pruning lilacs
Let your lilacs establish for a couple of years pinching off overlong stems to shape. Most lilacs bloom on
wood formed the previous year, so prune just after flowering ends. Remove the spent flower clusters
by cutting back to a pair of leaves where buds will form for next year. Also selectively remove a few old
shoots at ground level to promote new shoot development.
Lilacs are fairly carefree plants, often living for decades in landscapes. They do best in areas that get
full sun and actually prefer slightly alkaline soils as long as they are well-drained. With such basic
requirements it's no wonder that lilacs have been a favorite flowering bush for several generations in
the valley and foothills.
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